Adjective Gallery

1. Present a model

He is **intelligent** because
   a) he just told a joke.
   b) he has a lot of ideas.
   c) it's time for a break.

This is a good exercise when you have a set of adjectives to teach. Draw a cartoon on the board and under it write a multiple choice question. (Or find some illustrations/clip art on the internet) Ask the students to choose the best answer. Then distribute the adjectives around the class and tell the students to do the same ie. draw a cartoon for their adjective and write a multiple choice question.

2. Create a Gallery

Go around the class and help the students. Also put numbers on their papers so the gallery is numbered up to how many students are in the class. When they start finishing put the cartoons up around the wall to create a kind of gallery.

3. Choose the best answer

Finally, tell the students to get another piece of paper and walk round the "gallery" looking at the other cartoons and write down the answers

   Picture 1) a
   Picture 2) c
   Picture 3) a ....etc.

When everyone has gone around and selected answers go over them as a class.